ART GALLERIES

In London’s art galleries, you can see art of every type from all over the world.

Gallery visit

Jessie wants to see things in this art gallery in the order below. Draw on the route she should take. She can’t go into any of the rooms twice.

☆ A blue painting
☆ A sculpture of some flowers
☆ An underwater scene
☆ A portrait of a man in a hat
☆ A marble statue

Funny frames

Many people are inspired by the things they see in art galleries. Fill these frames using pens or pencils. Pick one thing from the first list and one from the second to give you some ideas.

A sports car... ...in a hammock.
A mouse... ...reading a book.
What you’re having for dinner... ...balancing a pineapple.
A gigantic wave... ...on a trampoline.
A rainbow... ...in a brand new outfit.

Fill these frames to create your own art gallery.

Kings and queens

Paintings of kings and queens are displayed in the National Portrait Gallery. There’s something out of place in each portrait – can you spot it and draw around it?

King Henry VIII
Ruled 500 years ago

King George III
Ruled 250 years ago

Queen Victoria
Ruled 150 years ago

Did you know?
The art in public galleries such as the National Gallery actually belongs to everyone in the country. But that doesn’t mean you’re allowed to take it home...
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